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Very informative I bought this as a gift for my prepper father, and he claimed that there was a lot of
useful and creative guides. He said that he was frequently shocked by a few of the revelations that
he never could have though of himself.Great product for any prepper or even someone interested in
just learning about survival. He explains what my work, what might or may not work, and
somewhat on how to protect AGAINST an EMP. Preparation is a must. Since there is good
information about faraday cages and additional engineering and theoretical information, the value of
this book is certainly that it combines some superb, practical, and detailed advice on true survival
(from the author's experience, not just from someone else's "be ready for disaster" list). Bringing truth
into light. At first it would appear that your power is simply out - something we've all experienced.
Nonetheless it then goes on to describe how to determine that we have been strike with an EMP by
trying other electronic devices. Very, very good! This is not an engineering reserve, and should not
really be ranked against that criteria. You may lose a little sleep after reading this Extremely
interesting read. While we currently practice some emergency preparation items including food
storage, cooking options, heating system, light, protection, etc., this acquired some guidelines and
personal encounter with various products or commodities that was very helpful to us. No heating
system/cooking food (except fires), no refrigeration, no mechanized transport, no power equipment,
no natural gas, no water - basically, we'd be in the early 1800s immediately, without way forward
for a long, long time. However, if you're an author (like me) working on a story that includes
survivalist or post-apocalyptic components, this book is usually a must-read.It must be noted a
freighter just miles off one of our coasts could launch a short to medium range missile with a
comparatively small nuclear bomb, and get it high enough to create a devastating EMP across
hundreds or even thousands of square miles. And a larger missile (such as an ICBM) holding a
larger device that detonates over the central US (over Iowa, approximately), at a elevation of around
250 miles, may likely result in the loss of virtually all electronic equipment (like the power grid system)
nation wide. Recovery from a nation-wide event would likely become measured in years, not weeks
or months like a even more localized EMP - and the writer stresses that possibility perfectly, I think.
It's great for beginners along with those reasonably significantly along in their preparation -
particularly people with not been very aware of EMP as an extremely real potential threat. The title is
"EMP Survival," not developing faraday cages, etc.This is not just a theoretical but highly improbable
event - it's an extremely real threat that Congress has investigated many times. We just don't hear
about it on the nightly news, where politics or Hollywood scandals dominate the news. Very well
done Everyone should go through this and prepare. The material is well-shown and amazing, in a
can't-NOT-look sort of method.and scary as hell, when you consider what we know about the
potential threat and have done little to mitigate against., You then and your family members will be
ok rather than wondering where tomorrow's meals is coming from. In addition, he emphasizes how
an EMP can (and would) strike with most likely no warning to everyone. Well documented. Great
reference book Great reference Nice seller Wonderful! I love that it doesn’t scare me, simply
informs, so preparedness is possible without freaking out. Fascinating reference I'm not sure just
how much I'm really worried about an EMP event. It could even happen because of a huge solar
storm, not just from a terrorist nuclear gadget. Author Larry Poole appears to have thought of
absolutely everything. It could not hurt one to have a couple of months of food and some supplies
put back again for all the hurricanes, earthquakes, and additional normal events through the entire
years. Or arm yourselves to kill your desperate neighbors? Disappointing While this reserve provided
an excellent, understandable-to-the-layman description of what EMP is, it failed to provide the
answers I was searching for: how do I protect my whole-house backup generator? How do you
protect my well pump? No thanks Having go through William Forschen's book 1 Second After and



skimming this, my thoughts finally choose why anyone really wants to live after civilization's
collapse? I felt there have been a lot of "fillers" in the publication, such as a set of daily prayers (I
know my prayers) and a chapter of storage food recipes (generally there are other books because
of this). In short, too much verbiage, not enough facts. Great book. In a word: no. And at the
"Kindle" cost for our Andriod mobile phone, it was outstanding..... Even if EMP under no
circumstances happens, everyone should be prepared to live without electric power and such for at
least a couple of months. Four Stars Think of this as a grocery list. You will need other books to full
your survival library. Very extensive informative well-written book. Five Stars excellent comprehensive
must read book Five Stars ok A classic must read! Would I recommend it to a friend? Truly a must
browse! The list could go on. Who wants to perhaps watch loved ones die from lack of daily
medicine or some under-developed disease?If zombies have an ounce of intelligence left in their
brains, they'll produce EMP component of their intend to dominate the world. I believe I would
consider an alternative solution in the face of disaster, as many during the past have when
enveloped in horror.
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